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Convergence Between FinTech, LawTech & RegTech
19 Aug 2019 (Mon)
6:30 pm-9:30 pm (Registration will begin at 6:00 pm)
Common Ground
Level 2, Moulmein Rise Shoppes
No 9 Jalan Moulmein
10350 Pulau Tikus
Penang

Co-Organisers

Registration Fees:
• RM30.00 members of the Bar
• RM15.00 members Admitted from 1 July 2011
and Pupils in Chambers
• RM40.00 non-members

Venue Partner

Collaborative Partner

Supporting Partner

The adoption of technology in regulated spaces such as finance and law urges individuals, businesses and organisations to embrace
innovation at an accelerated pace. As the 4th industrial revolution wave sweeps across the region, Malaysia is determined to promote
technology as the driving force towards becoming an advanced nation.
This event offers expert insights on the regulatory environment, and the hottest news in the FinTech, LawTech and RegTech industries. Join
us to learn how the convergence of FinTech, LawTech and RegTech can shape our future and the world we live in.
I would like to register for the event (all fields must be completed):
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Member of the Bar (BC Membership No.): ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Member Admitted from 1 July 2011 (BC Membership No.): _______________________________________________________________________________________
Pupil in Chambers (Petition No.): ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Non-member (NRIC No.): _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
E-mail Add: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Firm/Organisation : ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tel No: ______________________________________________________________ Fax No: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________________________Signature: ____________________________________________________________
Payment options:
(1) Direct deposit to Public Bank Berhad (Account: 3060545211); or
(2) Cheque or bank draft, payable to “Penang Bar Committee”; or
(3) Cash payment, at the Penang Bar Secretariat.
All payments must be made in advance of the event, and include all bank charges. Registration must be accompanied with payment to guarantee your place.






Places are limited and registration is on first-come, first-served basis.
Cancellations must be made in writing. There will be no refunds for cancellations made after 14 Aug 2019 (Wed) but substitutions are allowed.
The organisers reserve the right to modify, cancel or postpone the event, should circumstances arise that make such action necessary.
Points for the Continuing Professional Development (“CPD”) Scheme will not be awarded to Members of the Bar and Pupils who arrive more than 15 minutes late, are not
present throughout the event, or leave before its scheduled end.
Please direct all correspondence (including completed registration forms) and enquiries to :
Shalini Seger (T: 04-261 5669 / F: 04-262 8664 / E: secretariat@penangbar.org)

The personal information that you provide to the Penang Bar Committee, whether now or in future, may be used, recorded, stored, disclosed or otherwise processed by or on
behalf of the Penang Bar Committee for the purposes of facilitation and organisation of this event, research and audit, and maintenance of a participant database for the
promotion of this event, and such ancillary services as may be relevant.

Issued by:
Lee Guan Tong & Gowri Subbaiyah
Co-Chairpersons
Penang Bar IT Subcommittee
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Convergence Between FinTech, LawTech & RegTech
About The Speakers

Daniel Khoo is an advocate for all things digital from the home to the marketplace. The last two decades of
his career as an SAP Professional saw him leading teams in technical delivery, digital transformation and
process improvement in various sectors in the region. Currently a Practice Leader in the SAP Customer
Experience space, he pushes the “Run Simple, Run Better” agenda regionally, evangelising the use of X+O
(Experience and Operational) Data for businesses to understand, manage and orchestrate a better customer experience across
diverse sectors ranging from High Tech, Consumer Products, Mills, Education, Professional Services, Real estate Hospitality and
Construction, etc. Daniel speaks regularly on panels, forums and webinars and is passionate about simplifying work AND life
with technology and changes with coffee to start the day.
Patricia Chung Wei Leng is a LLB (Hons) London graduate with a professional CLP, and a qualified and
registered IP Agents admitted by MyIPO. She is a registered member of CIArb (UK & Malaysia), and a
registered associate of MIArb, and an Accredited Mediator by Malaysian Bar Mediation Centre. Serving
devotedly on the IT Subcommittee of Penang Bar currently, she is also a member of FOAM, PWCC, and also a
committee of IIPCC (Intellectual Property Commercialisation Council), a global, non-profit organisation providing a pool of IPrelated resources for the innovator and enterprises to enhance their corporate value. Today, Patricia is the brain and brawn
behind the nationally renowned Chung Chambers, specialising in IP and corporate affairs. She has garnered her very specific set
of skills and cumulated experiences from her rich career history before Chung Chambers, when she was head of the Legal
Department and Patent Steering Committee in an MNC in Singapore. At present, Patricia’s shrewd leadership has guided Chung
Chambers to be awarded “Best IP Law Firm in Malaysia” by APAC Insider in 2015, and has auspiciously become a key partner of
Lawtech Malaysia by invitation. Patricia too, is a much sought after professional in the market, mentoring and sharing her
experiences with many as a seasoned speaker, organising workshops, judging legal and technology related competition, besides
contributing Legal Written Opinions from time to time to reputable Financial Institutions and Corporate Companies.
Eugene Cheong is the Asia Pacific Regional Legal Risk Director for US-based Data Analytics provider Verisk
Analytics Inc. and its Group of Companies and is currently attached to Verisk’s energy research and
consultancy subsidiary - Wood Mackenzie - in Singapore. Having read law at the University of Auckland in
New Zealand, Eugene has been called to both the New Zealand and Malaysian Bars. He was in private
practice in Penang for 17 years; the last 10 of those years as Managing Partner of his own legal firm. In 2009 Eugene left legal
practice and joined US multi-national National Instruments Inc. as its first Asian Legal Director. After nearly 7 years, he then
moved on to new challenges with his present position in Singapore. While in practice, Eugene specialised in Corporate &
Commercial Law and Information & Communications Technology Law. He served the Penang Bar Committee in multiple roles
as Treasurer, Social and Young Lawyers Subcommittee Chairman and was also on the Malaysian Bar IT and Cyberlaws
Committee. He has delivered numerous seminars and written articles in a myriad of topics but enjoys discussions on IT and
Legal Technology subject matters.
Chan Weichi is part of the founding team of SINEGY, a home grown digital asset exchange in Malaysia that is

also

is amongst the first three companies that are regulated by the Securities Commission of Malaysia. Weichi
has several years of experience in developing digital startups from different sectors, and is always
dedicating his efforts to cultivate Malaysians in embracing the digital economy.

Ravin Vello is an Advocate & Solicitor in Malaysia who practices mainly in the area of Technology
Litigation and Corporate Cybercrime Infrastructures with particular emphasis on risk management on
information systems. He has covered numerous technology litigation cases and issues since the year 2000
relating to Internet Defamation; Identity Theft; Distributed Denial of Service Litigation and Software
Systems Failure Disputes; Theft of Confidential Information; Theft of Source Codes; Cybercrimes; Copyright Infringement
Involving Technology; Admissibility of Digital Evidence; Challenging Digital Forensic Experts etc. Apart from litigation, Ravin
also gives private and public talks in seminars and conferences on the topics of electronic evidence, computer forensics, cross
examining computer forensic experts; information security litigation, data theft, block chain analysis and tracking bitcoin;
Internet Of Things, Artificial Intelligence and cybercrime and cybersecurity technology litigation. He also advises and is
involved in the development and building of information society platforms.

